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The new edition of FIFA is the first to harness the power of motion capture to deliver a re-designed game where every player moves and behaves in a more natural way. This includes the option to change the new ball physics, allowing players to increase movement speed, control and ball contact for greater natural ball
movement, and manipulate the movement of the ball as they run. The ball can be struck higher and lower on the ground, and moves quicker in each direction, offering more control over the ball’s trajectory. Controlling the ball is much closer to real-life ball control – allowing easier, smoother ball control with greater
accuracy and control. Adjustable movement speed allows players to choose how fast they move around the pitch. Players can adjust their speed depending on whether they need to cover a lot of ground quickly to chase down a ball or if they want to start a run and be more settled. The speed of a player can also be
increased by pressing the sprint key while in free-run mode. The speed of the player can be adjusted in the player menu when the player is in a free-run or sprinting. The new dribbling system provides greater ball control, with players able to accelerate the ball by pushing the ball with the outside of their foot or dribble
the ball by pressing and holding the passing button. Players can switch between actions with the press of a button. The new dribbling system not only allows greater ball control, but also allows players to change the direction of a run by changing the direction they pass the ball. The new dribbling system can be used with
all types of players, allowing players to continue their run in the correct direction by pressing the sprint button after a pass. On-ball actions are now easier to perform, due to improved timing and player movement, allowing players to choose a move with greater ease and control on-the-move. Players will benefit from
improved off-the-ball movement. All player types can now effectively drift towards the ball without being restricted to a single direction. Players can perform 360-degree natural movements, allowing players to move across the pitch with more fluidity, giving players greater choice in ball play and build up play. Also,
players now have more flexibility to turn or side-step when being challenged for the ball, giving them an advantage in battle for the ball. A new dribbling system uses dribbling and passing actions to control the ball. Players can choose to perform a ‘

Features Key:
World-class gameplay innovations and controls: Developed with Jordan Valentin, Senior Game Producer EA SPORTS – the creator of FIFA series, FIFA 22 is built to take advantage of new advances in lighting, player animations and ball physics across key gameplay areas, including Player AI, tackling, ball control,
goalkeepers and goal scoring.
Complete ball Control – Equipped with the most realistic ball physics in FIFA series, you will be able to dribble, pass, shoot with accuracy, and make 90 touch passes as you press forward to control games. In addition to all the touch-based actions in mind-blowing on-the-ball controls, such as attack, passing, and
shooting, you can also sprint, head and earn tackles, take on-the-ball actions and do the Ultimate Freeroll. This is the way to have a real football game.
Unlock new moves and tools as you progress across Ultimate Team game modes – Unlock 65 new tools including the Moto Z™ Play smartwatch with FIFA 22. Move the ball and go unseen, capable of dribbling and finishing. Easily view your FIFA 22 game stats and achievements on screen. All your progress is
automatically stored on your watch.
• Player Skills – Personalise the game with the latest in-game player skills. Hover over player cards to see, learn and unlock the latest additional talents and techniques.
• Full Player Development – For the first time in a sports game, complete your player’s career from the Under-15s to the highest professional level to unlock more and more player cards.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the world’s most popular football video game franchise*. A true football simulation where you play as your favourite football club, you decide when, where and how you play. Lead your team in every game type you can imagine and adapt your strategy to turn the tide of any football match. Each game is
unique, a ‘match of the day’ where you can become part of the action and fight for your team’s glory. With over 200 million players in 190 countries playing FIFA on all devices, it’s one of the most iconic and enduring sports brands in the world. EA SPORTS FIFA is for the Ultimate fan who wants to play and watch like a pro
but who wants to have some fun along the way. *Based on internal data, December 2016 Play and customise the best football experience on any device with FIFA Ultimate Team™ – create and manage your dream squad. Play any game mode: solo, online or offline, compete in FIFA Ultimate Teams™ Tournaments or
compete in tournaments and leagues in your favorite mode. Watch great football wherever you are with more than 1,000 live events from the 2015/16 season on the EA SPORTS Football Club app or on tv screens around the world. Welcome to the new ‘Premier League way of playing’. EA SPORTS FIFA 18 delivers the best
decision-making and emotion that a football video game can provide with new ways to play that reflect the real world game. Now you’re the referee, manager and player all in one, you’ll be tempted to increase the duration of each game in order to savour the best you can offer as a player and decision maker. You’ll also
need to stop them lasting as long as you’d like to enjoy every moment of the game. • Play and customise the best football experience on any device with FIFA Ultimate Team™ – create and manage your dream team. Play any game mode: solo, online or offline, compete in FIFA Ultimate Teams™ Tournaments or compete
in tournaments and leagues in your favorite mode. Watch great football wherever you are with more than 1,000 live events from the 2015/16 season on the EA SPORTS Football Club app or on tv screens around the world. • Your experience will reflect the true Premier League. • Fast, fluid and unpredictable matches. •
Total football in practice. • Put the ball in the bc9d6d6daa
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FIFA Ultimate Team gives you the tools to become the Ultimate Manager by unlocking and then building the ultimate team of players from around the world. From Zlatan Ibrahimovic to Mo Salah, there are over 850 pro players in the game to scout, buy and sell in your squad. Football Manager Mobile – Football Manager
Mobile combines the best of real and mobile games. Play Real Manager Football online on your tablet and do it all within a Soccer Manager game created specifically for smartphones. Club World Cup – Access to the Club World Cup in FIFA 22 is just as fun for fans of the game as it is for players. Compete in a series of
friendly matches, playing every team in the world based on the club you represent. Career Champions – Put your skills as a manager to the test in various tournament formats to win the ultimate prize in FIFA 22 - the Career Champions Trophy. In pursuit of this trophy, players can find and draft superstar players to their
squad, with a variety of challenges and exciting features included as players progress through the tournament. MOBILE MOBILITY: Dynamic Movement System – Make quick, accurate decisions with FIFA 22, and even in the most stressful moments on the pitch, your player will respond with reactive, responsive, realistic
movement. Passing animations – Players can now pass much more naturally using the new Passing Animation, where players will aim for a specific direction and receive the ball with more fluidity. New Defending Mechanics – Opponents can now run into your attacking player to close down the open space, more closely
mimicking the real-life play. How to play FIFA 19 and how to buy FIFA Points. How to play FIFA 19. If you are an avid gamer, then you already know that FIFA is one of the biggest gaming franchises. It is a sports game which has millions of players playing every day of the week. The best part of the game is that it allows
the users to buy FIFA points which you can use to buy virtual items. How to Buy FIFA Points. If you are a fan of the game and want to join the millions of players playing the game, then you should learn about how to buy FIFA points. There are multiple ways through which you can use to get FIFA points. You can buy FIFA
points in many ways from different sites. You can buy the points from online websites, mobile sites, Steam, and third-party websites. You can buy

What's new:
Complete and Ultimate Team-exclusive new Player Card design.
New Player Card animations.
Improved Player Vision – see your opponent’s run decisions before playing the ball, receive visual feedback when controlling a player that dives in the box, see if it’s a score opportunity missed or a
great chance to apply pressure.
Control the Creeping Crease – set up a perfect assist opportunity by controlling a player when he’s hit the ball on the edge of the box. The player will run towards goal with controlled pace and with
the time-based HUD on the pitch showing controlled pace. You’ll be able to set up multiple opportunities down the line.
New Match Day Moments – celebrate the importance of match day moments and feature new celebrations that can be unlocked as you play for free on the web – check out the new celebrations when
scoring a goal.
3RD PARTY MATCH BETTING – three-fold increase in the number of in-game betting markets and conditions. The new ‘All-time betting’ market – if a number of matches are on at any one time, it’s all
the result of who will score the most goals in the match. All-time betting will become much more useful than before and you will be able to see the score and number of goals while you play for free
on the web.
Immersive Commentary Pre-Match features a new, organic soundtrack with a tour de force of football music from some of the world’s most recognised global, indie, urban, and classical musicians to
create a uniquely immersive FOOTBALL commentary experience you can’t get anywhere else.
New 2.0 User Interface, commentary system, and FIFA-only skills.
More skills, deeper attributes and the ability to change stats after matches to unlock other elements of your gameplay.
Multiple Camera Effects. Cameras on players or equipment in the Skill Shots have their appearance greatly increased, resulting in visually stunning goal explosions and goals flying at you from
unexpected angles.
In-game Team Selection(color coding, team silhouettes) and Player Announcements (
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FIFA® is the best-selling videogame franchise of all time. It is FIFA which brings videogaming to a new level by changing the way players think about the beautiful game. FIFA is the gold standard by
which all videogames are measured in the sports market. More than 400 million people play FIFA on consoles or PC each year. Who plays FIFA? FIFA is played by millions of sports fans from the entire
world. FIFA videogames are often one of the best ways to live out sport fantasies. The fact that the ball is a living, real object and the interactions between players are realistic make football the
perfect sport to play with people of every age group. What will change in FIFA 22? A new era of gameplay. Powered by Football™, EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 brings the game even closer to the real thing
with fundamental gameplay advances and a new season of innovation across every mode. Read more about them here. Celebrate the magic of FIFA™ with the World Cup™, the annual showcase of the
world’s best footballers. The World Cup is the ultimate global football spectacle featuring the best teams in the world, millions of fans, millions of TV viewers and an endless supply of sound and light.
The World Cup returns with FIFA 22 for the first time in nearly 20 years and the excitement begins with a seamless integration of this year’s tournament from June 14 to July 15, when each of the 32
national teams will face-off in the FIFA World Cup™ official videogame series. Every World Cup since its inception in 1930 has been covered in FIFA videogames, with the last title FIFA 16 releasing in
August 2015 and the current FIFA 17 title debuting in September 2016. Each World Cup match-up on FIFA 20 is being remastered for FIFA 22 with improved lighting and controls, which brings the
proceedings closer to the real thing. This also includes a new audio package for the commentary with new lines and changes to the analysis of the matches. The additions continue with other tangible
improvements including virtual team chemistry as players can now create their own custom and classic teams and group stage teams using their FIFA Ultimate Team collection. More tangible
improvements include FIFA Ultimate Team, with members who will be playing on the pitch in the World Cup, now available in Madden NFL Club with Madden Ultimate Team featuring special in-game
cards for the World Cup. Players can also make new and classic teams in their
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